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11. SEQUENTIAL METHODS 
Sequential Estimation for Continuous Time Finite Markov Processes 
S.R. Adke and S.M. Manjunath, University of Poona, Pune-41 I 007, India 
Efficient sequential estimation of the intensity rates of continuous-time finite 
Markov processes is discussed. An information inequality, which gives a lower 
bound for the variance of an unbiased estimator of a function of the intensity rates, 
is obtained and it is used to define an efficient estimator. All closed efficient sequential 
sampling schemes are characterized. 
Problem of Large Deviations in the Sequential Case 
B.R. Bhat, Karnatak University, Dharwad, India 
Let {X,,;n=lJ,... } be a stochastic sequence and 3, be the a-field induced by 
(Xl,& ,..., X,,). Let A,, E %I,, and a,, = n -’ log P(A,). A lower bound for lim inf a,, 
is rlescribed by Bahadur, Zabell and Gupta (1980, Asymptotic Theory of Statistical 
Tests and Estimation) and others, In this paper some modifications of the bound 
are suggested to cover the case when the sequence can be stopped with probability 
p (O<p<l) ft a er a finite (but random) number of observations or continued 
indefinitely with probability ( 1 -p). An example of a finite Markov chain with an 
absorbing state transient states and an ergodic class, is also presented. 
Optimal Sequential Estimation for Ergodic Birth-Death Processes 
S.M. Manjunath, Bangalore University, Bangalore, India 
For ergodic birth-death processes a lower bound for the variance of sn tinbiased 
estimator of a function of birth and death parameters is obtained under an arbitrary 
stopping rule. This enables us to give some ‘efficient’ estimators for cetain functions 
of birth and death parameters which are either difficult or impossible to obtain 
when the process is observed over a fixed time interval. All efficiently estimable 
functions and closed sampling schemes are characterized. The processes treated 
hesre include random walk with reflecting barriers, immigration-death processes, and 
M/M/ 1 and M/M/s queues with limited or unlimited waiting space. 
